
Gene Roddenberry told the 

story that the reason why he 

added Chekov to the crew 

of the original Enterprise 

was because the USSR com-

plained that the Soviets 

were the first in space but 

that there was not a Soviet 

crew member on the Enter-

prise and so the character of 

Chekov was added to the 

ship’s crew.  

With this story in mind, I was 

thinking of doing things a 

little different this month. 

This month’s desktop I was 

going to talk about the first 

human in space…. Yuri Gar-

garin. Being that he was a 

Cosmonaut for the USSR, 

here in the USA we general-

ly know very little about him.  

He was born on March 9
th

 

1934 in the small village of 

Klushino. It is in Russia (at 

that time USSR) just west of 

Moscow. His parents were 

Alexey Ivanovich Gagarin 

his father who worked as a 

carpenter and his mother 

was Anna Timofeyevna Ga-

garina who worked as a milk 

maid.  

When the Germans invaded 

the USSR Yuri’s two older 

siblings were transported to 

Poland as slave labor for the 

Germans. After the war 

Yuri’s family moved to the 

town of Gzhatsk. In school 

Yuri was trained as a metal-

worker. When he was still in 

school he volunteered to 

become a flying cadet. In 

1955 Yuri made his first solo 

flight.  

After that he joined the Sovi-

et air force, where he be-

come a pilot flying fighter 

jets (MIG -15s). When he 

graduated flight school he 

also married Valentina 

("Valy") Ivanovna 

Goryacheva. In the Soviet 

Air Force Yuri was stationed 

on border between USSR 

and Norway.  

In 1960 Yuri and 19 others 

were selected out of 3000 to 

become the first Cosmo-

nauts. On April 12 1961 Yuri 

became the first human to 

travel in space and to orbit 

the Earth. His space ship 

was the Vostok 1. After the 

space flight Yuri became a 

world famous celebrity, he 

toured around the world to 

promote the Soviet Space 

program. He returned to the 

USSR and was promoted to 

Colonel. He then became 

the deputy training director 

for the soviet space pro-

gram.   

On March 27
th

 1968 Yuri 

died when on a routine air 

flight his plane crashed. 

There are several different 

theories about why the 

crash took place but it is not 

100 percent clear as to why 

it happened.  In 2004 it was 

reported that the cause of 

the accident was that a sec-

ond plane had flown within 

20 meters of Yuri’s plane at 

the same time the second 

plane caused a sonic boom 

that knocked Yuri’s plane 

out of the air.    

Yuri was survived by his wife 

and two daughters, it has 

been reported that Yuri was 

a member of the Orthodox 

Church.  

In a survey conducted in 

2010 by Space Foundation 

Yuri Gagarin and Captain 

James T. Kirk were both 

ranked as the sixth most 

popular heroes of space 

travel.  

Information from Wikipidia, 

Answer.com and NASA Web 

Site. 
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Greetings to my fellow shipmates.  

The month is May and it seems that 

the weather has grown warmer 

and sunnier. This means it is now 

time for humans to emerge from 

their homes and prepare the food 

they consume on a device called a 

grill.  

Before the invention of the grill, and 

even today in some areas, food 

preparation over a fire base has 

been considered the preferred form 

of cooking.  It is considered an art 

whose history begins some 500,000 

years ago when man first domesti-

cated fire. The ritual of grilling how-

ever is a much more recent thing as 

the human race began having pic-

nics and backyard events, probably  

the 1940s and 1950s.  

George Stephan Sr was employed 

by Weber Bros and is credited with 

designing the first grill device that 

provided control over the cooking 

process. Since the production of the 

innovative Weber grill, notable im-

provements have been made in-

cluding gas powered grills which 

Flay showing his talents. Some of 

his top grilling tips include : get 

good grades of meat, give your grill 

time to warm up properly, and let 

the meat rest about 5 minutes be-

fore cutting to allow juices to settle 

back into the meat. 

Unfortunately, there are adverse 

effects to grilling that bear telling. 

When meat is grilled at high tem-

peratures, the cooking process can 

generate carcinogenic chemicals. 

But this can be reduced by pre-

cooking the meat in the microwave. 

Also the addition of garlic, rose-

mary, basil, mint, sage, olive oil and 

a few other select ingredients have 

been shown to reduce the detri-

mental  carcinogenic chemicals.  

As for myself, I will be ordering from 

my meals from the replicator.   

-T’Qeyla 

 

dreams.  It is a crewman on the bat-

tlestar who finds he is a Delta class tele-

path.  However, it also seems that he 

may be a help on pushing back the 

cylon task force behind them.  This is 

very good! 

Star Trek:  The Original Series:  Alle-

giance In Exile by David R. George—

Pocket Books—$7.99 –Toward the end 

of the first 5 year mission, Kirk and his 

crew come across several worlds, that 

they have just one city on them.  It ap-

pears those colonies were all destroyed.  

In fact, on the first colony world they 

are attacked by automated weapons.  

Not the best Star Trek Novel that I have 

Dark Shadows #19—Dynamite Enter-

tainment Classics—$3.99—Mike Raicht 

and Nacho Tenorio give us a Lockwood 

who Is wandering the streets of Spaf-

ford, in the light of the sun, for the first 

time in over 200 years.  Once more he is 

killing with a blade.  Nichoal Blair con-

tinues to search for the vampires.  The 

good Barnabas is still trapped within 

the mirror as the evil Barnabus seeks 

the last of Lockwood’s lost sheep.  This 

is a good issue. 

Battlestar Galactica #9—Dynamite—

$3.99—”Dreams of the Thirteen” by Dan 

Abnett and Czar Razek comes to an end 

as we learn what is causing the mass 

come across, but it still does have It’s 

good points.  Sulu gets the Spotlight 

with an ill fated romance.  We also get 

to see the first meeting between the 

Federation and the Bajorians. 

The X-Files:  Season 10 #10—IDW—

$3.99—”More Musings of a Cigarette 

Smoking Man” by Joe Harris, Menton 3 

and Tony Moe takes us back in time to 

1962, 1970, 1952, and 1972.  It gives us 

a confusing look at the past of Cancer 

Man, with Mulder’s father.  We do learn 

that he is looking for answers and was 

brought back for avery specific reason.  

This is a strange tale. 
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made it possible to extend the grill-

ing season as well as cooking meat 

fast at reliably stable temperatures. 

Weber is still considered one of the 

most popular grill manufacturers 

today. 

So are Americans the only people 

who grill? No.  Many Asian vendors 

serve satay, a marinated meat 

served on a bamboo skewer grilled 

over a charcoal fire and served with 

a sauce.  Germans and other Euro-

pean nations as well as South Amer-

icans all have outdoor cooking ven-

ues. In Argentina and Uruguay, asa-

da is a staple dish and considered a 

national specialty; it is beef roasted 

in a fire.  

Recipes can be found everywhere, 

as well as helpful tips. Food Net-

work has a great website for recipes 

and is home to one renowned mas-

ter griller named Bobby Flay. Bobby 

Flay received his culinary arts de-

gree in 1984. Barbeque Addiction 

and Boy Meets Grill are two shows 

that Food Network and Cooking 

Channel have aired with Bobby 
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